Infor Public Sector Transportation
It's more critical than ever to master the complexities of
your transportation agency

Comprehensive public sector solutions can help
you ensure a reliable program of repair,
maintenance, and transportation enhancements,
with maximum resilience.

Rough roads ahead
Between aging infrastructure and tight budgets, public
sector transportation agencies face formidable
challenges. In its 2013 report card, the American
Society of Civil Engineers graded the condition of US
bridges as just a C+, while roadways, airports, and
transit infrastructure all earned a grade of D. Experts
estimate that improving those conditions will require
several trillion dollars in additional investments
by 2020.
Along with this expanding workload, transportation
infrastructure management becomes more complex
every year. You’re faced with a more demanding public
and relentless media scrutiny, along with increasing
environmental concerns and accessibility standards.
You need sophisticated systems and technology so
your agency can face the future efficiently
and economically.

also generate an enormous improvement in how much
value you get from the funds you spend. More than
1,000 public sector customers worldwide, including 10
of the 12 largest US cities and some of the world’s
largest transportation agencies, trust Infor solutions.

Manage transportation safely,
effectively, and economically
You can improve your ability to manage your
transportation infrastructure with the help of advanced
Infor Public Sector solutions. By implementing
highly-focused public sector software in an innovative
connective framework, you can:
•

Improve street, roadway, and pavement
maintenance management. You’ll be able to
enhance your roadway condition data and
inspection programs with Infor Public Sector
software, which includes features for inventory
control, physical inspections, condition assessment,
work order management, preventive maintenance,
and more. Specifically designed to manage street
networks, segments, nodes, and pavement
sections in an unlimited number of configurations,
the system can streamline your management of all
assets including bridges, intersections, landscapes,
lighting, sidewalks, signs, traffic signals, and more.

•

Increase the service life of facilities, equipment,
vehicles, and buildings. You can improve the
performance of your equipment, facilities, buildings,
and fleet while reducing operating costs with Infor
asset management solutions. Infor customers

Join a trusted partner
Infor® Public Sector solutions help transportation
agencies around the world improve performance,
serve citizens better, and reduce costs. With a
comprehensive selection of enterprise software
products supported by innovative Infor® ION™
technology, Infor software can be a surprisingly
effective tool for streamlining the way you manage your
transportation agency, whether you deal with roads,
bridges, transit, airports, or other public works. It can

around the world get more value and longer service
life from their capital assets, including everything from
buses and heavy equipment, to building systems,
system components, and critical parts.
•

•

•

Analyze system performance, trends, and
conditions. You’ll gain detailed, real time
understanding of system demands, accident patterns,
capacity constraints, and other critical information with
the help of Infor analytics software. With its innovative
technology and intuitive interface, Infor analytics
software makes the complexity of your transportation
system easier to understand quickly, so that you can
take prompt, effective action. It’s easily configurable
by end-users to show the dashboards, data
summaries, and trends that are most important for
their daily work. You can also build asset sustainability,
reliability, and criticality criteria into your analytics to
improve capital planning, maintenance scheduling,
and cost control efforts.
Improve reporting for federal, state, regional, and
local authorities. You can reduce the time and effort
you put into assembling reports and studies with the
help of Infor reporting solutions. By integrating
reporting technology into your administrative and
financial systems, Infor software frees you to focus on
strategy rather than weighing you down with
administrative details.
Upgrade your workforce management. Your
workers in the baby boom generation are reaching
retirement age, which makes recruiting and retention
more important than ever. You can make your
workforce management process more consistent and
efficient with the help of Infor workforce management
solutions. You’ll be sure that you’ve assigned your

staff effectively, maintained all certifications, and
acquired needed qualifications to keep your
organization running smoothly in the long run.
•

Streamline procurement and supply purchasing.
You’ll be ready to take a more strategic approach
toward procurement and accelerate every step of
your supply management process with Infor’s supply
chain management solutions. You’ll gain automated
management of supplier relationships, so you can take
control over spending.

•

Add mobile capabilities for quicker response. Take
advantage of mobile communications tools to get
more work done remotely. Infor technology supports
flexible, adaptable technologies for extending your
solutions for use on popular mobile devices including
laptops, tablets, and smart phones.

•

Incorporate GIS features for greater accuracy. Make
the most of GIS technology for mapping and tracking
assets, using multiple data layers, to incorporate the
power of GIS in your asset management planning,
scheduling, maintenance, and operations efforts.

Solve tomorrow’s challenges
today
Infor Public Sector solutions can make the difference
between struggling with a harsh status quo and keeping
your transportation plans moving forward for the long
term. If you prepare today, you can keep your citizens
moving safely and reliably for many years to come.
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About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000
customers in 200 plus countries improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in business demands.
To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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